Salt Lake Board Works With Transit Authority to Get Cars Off the Road and
People onto Public Transit—May 2015
Few factors are as integral to quality-of-life as air quality, and few industries trade in
quality-of-life as directly as real estate. So, in the Wasatch Front region of north-central
Utah, where a topographical inversion-effect traps considerable smog in a series of
heavily populated valleys, the Salt Lake Board of REALTORS® (SLBR) has taken steps
to clear the air.
"Maintaining a healthy air quality is obviously in everyone's best interests," says Justin Y.
Allen, Director of Government Affairs for the 6,700-member association. "As a health
issue affecting residents, as well as tourism and economic development, air quality is a
matter of serious concern for the Utah state and local governments," he continues. "And
because promoting the region as a great place to live is the business of REALTORS®,
the REALTOR® family is a logical partner in seeking solutions to the problem."
In late 2013, Allen, who serves as the Utah State Senate appointee on the board of the
Utah Transit Authority (UTA), realized that the REALTORS® could be meaningfully
engaged by sponsoring UTA's RideClear program, a periodic transit-pass give-away that
encourages use of the region's commuter rail, light rail, street cars and buses.
Proposing the idea to the REALTOR® Party, SLBR was awarded a $25,000 Game
Changer Grant, to which it added $5,000 in funds of its own. "This was right in line with
the new Core Standards encouraging leadership on a wide range of community issues,"
Allen points out. "It put our local association right out front on an issue not normally
associated with REALTORS®."
SLBR sponsored the Summer 2014 RideClear program, which distributed 6,000 free
passes to the general public. An additional 1,000 passes were given to SLBR members,
as part of a major public relations campaign to remind REALTORS® about the benefits
of mass transit in improving air quality, and to encourage them to educate their clients
about the UTA system. "We acknowledge that it's not practical to ask real estate
professionals to give up their cars in the course of business," admits Allen, "but they can
have a real impact on others in their networks and communities -- and even in their offhours," he adds.
The Summer 2014 RideClear program recorded nearly 25,000 boardings on UTA
services, which the UTA planning department estimates kept 14,308 cars off the road,
preventing a whopping 67 tons of vehicle pollutants from being released into the air
above the Salt Lake region.
SLBR enjoyed high-profile recognition of its sponsorship through ads that appeared in
mailers, online, and, larger-than-life, on UTA vehicles. Through UTA public service
announcements, SLBR's support was acknowledged on the radio, in social media posts,
and on the UTA website and blog posts. SLBR 2014 President Angie Domichel Nelden
was featured as a guest on a popular local radio show, speaking about the RideClear
program. "By sponsoring the effort, we really demonstrated our dedication to quality-of1

life," says Allen. "And by partnering with the Transit Authority, we got great publicity.
Those ads on the sides of buses are big, and they're all over town."
Yet another benefit was achieving a certain partisan balance in a solidly 'red state'. "It's
never hard for us to find issues to support regarding property rights, low taxes, and
limited government regulation," says Allen. "This air quality issue gave us an opportunity
to engage on an issue that might be considered more on the progressive side."
The REALTOR® Party's Game Changer Grants recognize ideas that will be replicable in
other states or localities around the country. Allen believes that SLBR's "Game
Changer" concept is easily transferrable to any area that has a mass transit system and
air quality concerns. "It is also easily scale-able, depending on size of metropolitan area
and REALTOR® association membership and budget," he notes.
To learn more about how the REALTORS® of Salt Lake raised their profile by lowering
the smog levels in their region, contact Justin Y. Allen, SLBR's Director of Government
Affairs, at justin@slrealtors.com or 801-542-8857.
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RideClear Summer 2014—Results and Samples
The Summer 2014 RideClear program was a huge success, recording nearly 25,000 boardings on
UTA services during July and August. Thanks to the program sponsor, the Salt Lake Board of
REALTORS®, more than 6,000 cards were distributed to people interested in improving air
quality along the Wasatch Front. The UTA planning department estimates that the summer
program helped take 14,308 cards off the road, preventing nearly 67 tons of vehicle emission
pollutants from being released into the atmosphere.
Air Quality Awareness
As part of the program, various traditional and social media marketing efforts were untaken to build
awareness of the benefits of mass transit in improving air quality. These promotion efforts included:
 RideClear Mailer—this mailer was sent to online registrants with their RideClear passes
 Online Ads—these ads were purchased on across various popular websites and advertising
networks including the Deseret News and KSL.com. The total impressions from this portion
of the campaign resulted in 899,426 impressions with 1,887 clicks and a click through rate of
0.21%
 On UTA Vehicle Ads—these RideClear ads were placed on UTA vehicles throughout the UTA
service district. Lamar Advertising, the UTA ad space vendor, estimates that this portion of
the campaign resulted in 5,841,111 impressions (with a frequency of 5 and estimated unique
impressions of 1,168,222).
 Radio Liners—Additional radio liners ran 10-15 second radio liners during last week of June
through most of July.
 Radio Remote—a radio remote with the Doug Wright show was purchased to increase
awareness of the RideClear program. The Salt Lake Board of Realtors President Angie
Domichel Nelden attended the remote as a featured guest.
 Social Media Posts—UTA made regular RideClear posts during June, July and August to
announce times when registration would open for passes. These posts typically originated
on Facebook and were then were cross promoted on Twitter. Facebook posts ranged in
reach from 10,000 to 13,000 people.
 UTA Blog Posts—UTA posted information about the RideClear program on the UTA blog.
 UTA Website—UTA promoted the RideClear program at rideuta.com to increase awareness
with UTA passengers.
Samples of several of these tactics can be seen on the pages following.
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On-vehicle advertisement.

On-vehicle advertisement installed.
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On-line banner advertisement.

Facebook post.
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Facebook post.

Infographic.

Art for pass mailer
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